
DURHAM UNIVERSITY 

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGIC PLANNING GROUP 

A meeting will be held on 23 May 2019 in room PC169, Palatine Centre.  

______________________________________________________________________ 

AGENDA 

1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS  

2. MINUTES  

To receive: the minutes of the last meeting held on 16 November 2018.  Document 1 

3. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES  

To receive: points of action from the last meeting.   Document 2  

4. CHAIRMAN’S BUSINESS 

5. SINGLE USE PLASTIC PLEDGE UPDATE  

To receive: an update from Linda Joyce from the SUP Working Group. 

6. STUDENT REPORT ON SUSTAINABILITY     Document 3  

7. GREENSPACE UPDATE        Document 4 

To receive: reports/updates on events since November 2018.  

8. UPDATE ON DEVELOPMENTS  

To receive: Members are invited to send written updates for circulation prior to meeting.  

a) Environmental Sustainability Vision, Policy and Strategy     

b) - Action Plan and KPIs for 2017/18 & 2018/19      Document 5 

c) Carbon Management Plan – Decarbonise & Carbon Emissions Dashboard 2018/19  

d) Energy Conservation  

e) Waste Management  

f) Sustainable Travel Plan  

g) Biodiversity  

h) Procurement  

i) Catering  
 
 



9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS  

a) Environmental Schedule        Document 6 

b) Carbon Report 2017/18 

c) Green Gown Awards 2019 – entries close on 5th June 2019. 

d) Environmental Compliance 

e) Membership update (this in the actions but thought best to add this too) 

f) County Durham Environmental Awards 2019 - awards celebrate 30 years.  Applications open 
on 5 June 2019.  

g) Climate Change – 2030 targets/deadline 
 

10. FUTURE MEETINGS 
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DURHAM UNIVERSITY 

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGIC PLANNING GROUP 

A meeting of the ESSPG was held on Friday 16th November 2018 

MINUTES 

Attendees:   

Dave Harper (Chair), Dewi Howell, Yvonne Flynn, Jon Gluyas, Katherine Wilson,            
Keith Evans, Philip Atkinson, Paul Elliott, Steve Willis, Roisin Smith, Daryll Duffy (Minutes) 

Apologies: 

Alister Robson, Robert Song, Rachael Devlin, Michael Corner 

1. WELCOME 
 

The Group welcomed new members. 
 
2. MINUTES 

 
The Minutes from the meeting held on 24th May 2018 were received and agreed. 
 
3. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 

 
Please refer to the Action Table for the meeting held on 16th November 2018. 
 
2015/27 YF to produce questions for questionnaire. Action: YF. New Action number now 
assigned to bring this forward - 2018/97. 
 
2017/62 Further clarity is required. Action: SW 
 
2017/76 The website has been updated. Scoring will be available early December. YF to 
circulate link for the methodology. Action: YF 
 
2018/82 DH confirmed responsibility sits within the University Secretary’s Office. Further 
clarity is required over who manages the external consultant compliance report action 
plans. PE noted that the Energy Team has limited resources until the new structure is 
approved but confirmed that compliance will remain the key focus. 
 
2018/84 KE to liaise with Lucy McEnaney and Donna Cutler to recruit a member from 
Study Group. Action: KE 
 
2018/85 YF to discuss with David Loudon. Action: YF 
 
2018/92 Check with Estates and Buildings that this has been noted for future. Action: SW 
 
2018/95 YF to circulate information earlier for 2019’s nominations to the County Durham 
Environmental Awards and better promotion is required. It was noted that it may be 
beneficial to circulate previous examples. YF to circulate 2018 brochure and noted that 
2019 the awards celebrate 30 years. Action: YF 
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4. CHAIRMAN’S BUSINESS 
 

DH highlighted that student behaviour has changed positively and this ‘buy-in’ needs to be 
sustained. 

It was agreed that the way in which this Group reports to UEC needs further consideration 
and this maybe improved with Integrated Reporting. Noted that the Annual Report and 
Financial Statement for year end at 2018 had been produced and the Group needs to 
submit information for next year’s report. Action: DH 

The ‘Responsible University’ document had been updated but the Group had no input. DH 
to look into what can be included from this Group and published. Action: DH 

The Ethics Advisory Committee, which is understood to have been re-established, must 
be made aware that environmental matters should come onto their agenda. Action: DH 

DH informed the Group that the Vice Chancellor of Leeds University has committed to 
removing all plastic by 2023 
(www.leeds.ac.uk/news/article/4321/our_pledge_2023plasticfree. Durham University could 
focus on single use plastics as the colleges (particularly and Van Mildert College) and 
Mountjoy Centre have already started working on this but need to take this further.  KW 
advised that the University needs to make sure it is compliant and meets environmental 
legislation.  ACTION: ALL 
5. ESSPG REMIT & MEMBERSHIP 

 
It was noted that there had been no change to the remit but that meetings would now be 
held termly to align with the University Calendar and reporting.  YF to update the 
document and upload on to the Greenspace website. 
6. GREENSPACE UPDATE 

 
DJH provided an update on Greenspace projects as outlined in Document 5 - 
‘Greenspace Updates’ and noted that work is being done alongside Biffa and Bunzl to 
improve joined up thinking in producing less, yet more sustainable waste. 

A discussion was held on composting and it was noted that there are not currently any 
facilities within the UK which provide this service. It would not be practical to do this on-
site given the life span of decomposition and the storage space which would be required. 

Noted that the trials using reusable items for packed lunches at Van Mildert were so far a 
success and that this will be rolled out to other colleges once the figures had been 
assessed.  It was agreed that a Dialogue post detailing savings made would be issued to 
encourage further use of reusable plastics. Action: YF 
 
7. ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY VISION, POLICY AND STRATEGY 

 
It was agreed that reviews of the Action Plan would now take place annually instead of 
quarterly. SW noted that there was currently no resource to conduct Biodiversity 
monitoring within his Department and that KPI’s would show as red in this area due to this 
situation. Noted that some ecological monitoring had taken place over the summer, 
supported by funding from Greenspace, due the work commencing on Upper Mountjoy.  
Further and continual monitoring is required but noted resources are limited. 
 
PA informed the Group that the Health and Wellbeing menu trial had received positive 
feedback and would be introduced in a further four colleges in 2019/20 and by 2020/21, 
will be available within all colleges. 
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PE highlighted the Clean Air Legislation in which anything that produces CO2 must be 
registered by 20th November. 

The flood lights at Maiden Castle were discussed as complaints had been raised they 
appeared to be left on all night and are very bright.  Agreed to raise the issue for feedback 
from Experience Durham. Action: DH/YF 

YF highlighted gaps in the actions of the Action Plan for the AY 2017/18. YF to recirculate 
and /request updates by the end of the term. Action: YF 

It was agreed that actions would be created for each commitment in the Policy and 
everyone is asked to pass on suggestions to YF.  Action: All 

It was suggested that a sustainability module could be introduced as part of the Durham 
Award. However, Roisin Smith indicated that the Durham Award did not seem popular 
amongst students as they do not view it as beneficial towards their career. It was agreed 
that more could be done to increase interest and that the award would be relaunched. 

YF agreed to discuss the availability and application process for Salix funding with Dave 
McCaffery. Action: YF 
 
8. UPDATE ON DEVELOPMENTS 

 
(a) Environmental Sustainability Vision, Policy and Strategy 
This was discussed under item 7. 
 
(b) Carbon Management Plan – including update on Decarbonise 
PE informed the group that Michael Corner is working on a number of energy initiatives 
which will link into the Carbon Report. 

Concern was expressed that carbon has been reduced due to the greening of the grid 
rather than a reduction in energy consumption and that electricity usage had increased. It 
was highlighted that as the University estate grows, energy consumption will also grow. 

JG informed the group that he was due to meet with the Chief Operating Officer to discuss 
promoting sustainability to UEC. 

JG also advised the Group that the Estate Project Board are seeking additional 
information to support the Decarbonise paper submitted earlier. 

JG highlighted the three areas in which the University had committed to decarbonise 
including fossil fuel divestment; committing to working with fossil fuel companies to help 
produce green fuel; and reviewing the current practices within the University. The last 
point was highlighted as particularly difficult and it was suggested student input would be 
beneficial. 

Noted that external partnership projects also to be considered such as the solar car port at 
Howlands Park and Ride but due to Government changes in feed in tariffs and pay back 
years this may not now go ahead.  

Further work is also required with the Projects Team to integrate BREEAM in new and 
other buildings works before commencement.  
(c) Energy Conservation 
This item was discussed earlier under a separate agenda item. 
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(d) Waste Management 
DJH informed the group that a new Waste Manager, David Ramshaw, had been 
appointed by Biffa and was working closely with the Greenspace team on initiatives 
including Waste Awareness Week in October. 
 
(e) Sustainable Travel Plan 
YF highlighted the difficulty in reducing travel whilst there was no parking management 
plan in place, but noted that good initiatives have been introduced to encourage use of 
public transport such as the Arriva £1 Durham District bus ticket. Roisin suggested 
students may use this more if they were aware that contactless payment was available. 

YF highlighted the low level of response to travel surveys and emphasised how important 
it would be to encourage more responses and give more valid results. 
 
YF noted that while travel between campuses had reduced due to the relocation of 
Queen’s Campus, our carbon emissions for business travel (air, fleet and train) had 
increased to 12% of our overall carbon emissions. The Internationalisation of the 
University is also likely to show a further increase and this will be a challenge for the 
University. 
 
(f) Biodiversity 
SW informed the Group that there was increased reporting on invasive species which 
required recording on registers and reporting to Councils. It was suggested that this may 
leverage more funding for resources.  
 
(g) Procurement 
Updates on this item were detailed in Document 5 – ‘Greenspace Updates’. 
 
(h) Catering 
This item was discussed earlier under a separate agenda items. See Sections 6 and 8(a). 
 
9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

 
(a) Crossroads near Mountjoy Site 
Roisin drew attention to the increased volume of pedestrians and cyclists crossing at the 
traffic lights near Bill Bryson Library, often causing confusion and dangerous situations. 
YF noted that advice would be given in bike safety week. YF to discuss this issue at the 
meeting in December. Action: YF 
 
(b) Grant submission on recycling plastics 
RT thanked JG and PR for their support in the grant submission for recycling plastics. 
 
(c) Environmental Champions Lunch 
It was agreed that a lunch/social next term would be useful to meet and thank the 
Environmental Champions.  Action: DH/YF 
 
(d) Fats, Oils and Grease Waste 
PE highlighted a potential non-compliance relating to FOGs as no food waste should be 
polluting water waste. PE informed the Group that the University were working and 
cooperating with authorities to address non-compliance in grease traps. 
  
10. FUTURE MEETINGS 

 
The Group will be contacted in due course with dates for the next meeting which will take 
place during Epiphany Term. 

 



Environmental Sustainability Strategic Planning Group Meeting – November 2018 (Updated) 
Action Sheet 

JG Jon Gluyas DJH Dewi Howell KW Katherine Wilson RS Robert Song 

PR Paul Riddlesden PA Philip Atkinson RT Richard Thompson KE Keith Evans 

DL David Loudon DH Dave Harper MC Michelle Crawford AR Alister Robson 

YF Yvonne Flynn RD Rachael Devlin SW Steve Willis IJ Ian Jackson 

 

Minute 
No. Action Action 

by Timeline and comment 

Actions from Environmental Sustainability Strategic Planning Group Meeting February 2017 

2017/62 
Meeting to be scheduled between SA, Harvey Dowdy, 
Matthew Wright and Legal Services to enquire about bringing 
responsibility of leased land back in-house and to review any 
conflicting matters. 

SW 

Ongoing, with some progress towards the ambition to return the 
land in question back to DU operational responsibility. Paper to 
be drafted for UEC regarding bringing leased land back in-
house. 
Update: Further clarity of the situation now required at 
November 2018. 

Actions from Environmental Sustainability Strategic Planning Group Meeting Dec 2017 

2017/80 
All Greenspace policies are to be reviewed at the end of 
January. YF to send out the relevant policies to the Group prior 
to the next meeting 

YF Ongoing. Policies to be sent to Group in due course. 

Actions from Environmental Sustainability Strategic Planning Group Meeting May 2018 

2018/82 
Is the University legally compliant with the legal risk register for 
environmental issues? JG/DH to raise at a higher level and 
find out who is responsible for ensuring legal compliance. 

JG/DH 
Ongoing. DHa confirmed responsibility sits within the University 
Secretary’s Office. Further clarity is required over who manages 
the external consultant compliance report action plans. 

 



2018/83 
PR to discuss with DL whether the Estates based compliance 
group would be responsible for environmental compliance. PR Ongoing. YF Awaiting an update from DL. 

2018/84 

Additional members to join the Group were identified from 
Retail, Queen’s Campus (QC) and the Faculty of Social 
Sciences and Health.  YF to speak with Sarah Atkinson 
regarding a representative from Social Sciences and Health 
and to Keith Evans and Nick Benbow to determine who the 
representatives should be for QC. 

YF Ongoing. KE to liaise with Lucy McEnaney and Donna Cutler to 
appoint a member from Study Group. 

2018/85 
Consideration to be given to the Faculty Boards including 
Research and Teaching Committees receiving information from 
this Group. PR to seek views from DL as to whether he would 
be the person to take this forward 

PR Ongoing. YF to discuss with DL 

2018/86 

The Environmental Sustainability Governance Structure was 
also discussed with a suggested change to the reporting 
structure. To revise this to show Director of Estates, 
Greenspace and Dean of Knowledge removed, with a dotted 
line from the Estates Compliance Group inserted. 

PR/KW Ongoing: given the changes in staffing within Greenspace, this 
will need to be reviewed again in due course. 

2018/87 
A policy or procedure needs to be in place regarding 
refurbishments and the issue of purchasing new equipment 
instead of reusing first. PR and YF to investigate. 

PR/YF Update – no action has yet been taken and due to resources, 
this may not happen in the immediate future. 

2018/89 
Disposal of food, fats, oils and grease in self-catered colleges 
requires assessment. DJH to meet with Biffa to discuss food 
waste then PR to assess scale of problem for drainage and 
waste. 

DJH/PR 

Ongoing – A meeting took place in September with 
Northumbria Water, an external contractor and members of the 
University, at which appropriate solutions were agreed to meet 
the legal requirements for the management of waste Fat, Oil and 
Grease.  Another meeting is due to take place on 30/11/18.  

2018/91 
The Estate Masterplan must be challenged on the number of 
cycle paths intended to be installed.  BH to provide a 
submission which can be used to show how this will benefit 
students. 

BH 
Ongoing – this was raised by BH (student from the People and 
Planet Society) and a meeting is scheduled to discuss this 
further in December 2018. 



2018/92 Concern expressed that previous Biodiversity assessments 
have been commissioned at inappropriate times of the year 
and to get a true value, this should be considered in the future. 

SW/ 
Greens

pace 

Ongoing – SW to check with Estates and Buildings that this has 
been noted for future. 

2018/94 SW to consider possible Biodiversity events. SW to liaise with 
AR to discuss CIS resource for the annual live camera stream 
on the Blue tit nest box. 

SW Ongoing. 

Actions from Environmental Sustainability Strategic Planning Group Meeting November 2018 

2018/97 A possible ‘Did you know’ to go out on handouts no longer 
being used for lectures and will include text from SW. TD to 
chase.  Questionnaire to be sent out to departments regarding 
paper usage. (Action BF and given new reference) 

JG/YF Ongoing: YF to produce questions for questionnaire 

2018/98 It was noted that the Annual Report and Financial Statement 
for year end at 2018 had been produced and the Group needs 
to submit information for next year’s report. 

DH 
Update & Actioned:  DH, JG and YF had a meeting with Maria 
Towes last year to discuss timings and details for next academic 
year.  Meeting now in the diary to input for this year. 

2018/99 The ‘Responsible University’ brochure had been updated but 
the Group had no input. DHa to look into what can be included 
and published. 

DHa Ongoing. 

2018/100 The Ethics Advisory Committee must be made aware that 
environmental matters should come onto their agenda. DHa  

2018/101 The University needs to make sure it is compliant and 
meets environmental legislation. ALL  

2018/102 Noted change to the remit but meetings would now be 
held termly to align with the University Calendar and 
reporting. Remit to amended and added the 
Greenspace website. 

YF Actioned.  Noted termly meetings will commence from next 
academic year, 2018/19.  



2018/103 A Dialogue post would be issued detailing savings made after 
the trials using reusable items for packed lunches at Van 
Mildert to encourage further use of reusable plastics.  

YF 
 

2018/104 

The flood lights at Maiden Castle were discussed as 
complaints had been raised they appeared to be left on 
all night and are very bright.  Agreed to raise the issue for 
feedback from Experience Durham. 

DH/YF 

Actioned. The floodlights are on a timer and automatically 
switch off around 10.30pm (unless this overridden in the event 
of an injury). Lights usually on until 10.00pm; 1) the pitches are 
in use and 2) the light enhances the safety of our walk ways 
across site. At times lights may be seen to on and pitches 
unattended, the reason is simply that a team hasn’t turned up for 
their session and some of the lighting requires a warm down and 
warm up period so we cant keep switching them on and off for 
short periods of time. 

2018/105 YF highlighted gaps in actions on the Environmental Action 
Plan. YF to recirculate and request updates by the end of the 
term. 

YF/ALL Agenda item. 

2018/106 It was agreed that actions would be created for each 
commitment in the Policy and everyone is asked to pass on 
suggestions to YF.   

All 
Dave, looking at the action plan and given that we did not get 
anywhere with this – I think these are covered in the KIPs in the 
Action Plan so we can take this off 

2018/107 YF agreed to discuss the availability and application process 
for Salix funding with Dave McCaffery. YF  

2018/108 Roisin drew attention to the increased volume of pedestrians 
and cyclists crossing at the traffic lights near Bill Bryson library, 
often causing confusion and dangerous situations. YF to 
discuss the issue at meeting in December. 

YF Actioned.  Meeting took place with students, David Loudon and 
Iain Ramage to discuss the Super Route Project. 

2018/109 It was agreed that a lunch/social next term would be 
useful to meet and thank the Environmental Champions. 

DH/YF Still to be arranged.  
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I. Urgent Action is Needed 
 
Introduction 
 
Global temperatures have already risen by an average of circa 1°C compared to pre-industrial 
levels and the projections show a steady increase in global temperature if immediate action is 
not taken (IPCC, 2018). Climate change and global warming are realities of our times and their 
effects are already observable on the environment.  
 
Global warming will have serious consequences for human health, biodiversity, ecosystems 
and the goods and services they provide, as well as for many social and economic sectors, 
including agriculture, tourism, and energy production. Climate change is expected to affect 
water availability and increase water scarcity. It will also lead to more frequent and intense 
summer droughts; heavy rainstorms are projected to become more common and more intense 
due to warmer temperatures, and the chances of flooding will be increased in some regions. As 
global temperatures rise and ice layers melt, the sea-level rise has strongly accelerated. 
 
Climate change is a threat to human living conditions across the UK, Europe and the world. 
Against the possible scenarios presented by climate scientists, there is only one possible 
response: immediate action to move towards sustainability. It is crucial to devise a long-term 
strategy to reduce the University’s contribution to climate change. Unfortunately, the 
University is scoring quite low on national league tables on sustainability (Figure 1), and it has 
not met the targets it set itself in the Energy Management Policy (more on this in a later 
Section).  
 
In this document we want to provide input from the students’ community in order to create a 
backbone for future action. We tried to look at what the University has already achieved and 
what could and should be achieved in the future. The document aims at designing a general 
vision and direction that the University should follow in order to achieve environmental 
sustainability. The scope is not providing specific details for any project that the University 
should implement. 
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Figure 1 (source: Durham University Carbon Report 2016/2017) 
 

 
 
 
 Targets 
 
The Paris Agreement under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(2015) calls upon all signatories to ‘hold the increase in the global average temperature to well 
below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 
1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, recognizing that this would significantly reduce the risks and 
impacts of climate change’ (art. 2.a of the Agreement) 
 
If the rise in global temperature is to be limited to 1.5°C, the 2018 Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report states that ‘global net anthropogenic CO2 emissions 
(must) decline by about 45% from 2010 levels by 2030 (40–60% interquartile range), reaching 
net zero around 2050 (2045–2055 interquartile range)’.  
 
The IPCC Report further states that ‘pathways limiting global warming to 1.5°C with no or 
limited overshoot would require rapid and far-reaching transitions in energy, land, urban and 
infrastructure (including transport and buildings), and industrial systems (high confidence). 
These systems transitions are unprecedented in terms of scale, but not necessarily in terms of 
speed, and imply deep emissions reductions in all sectors, a wide portfolio of mitigation options 
and a significant upscaling of investments in those options (medium confidence)’. 
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Pathways for Change  
 
We are convinced that Durham University and all its members bear a civic and social duty to 
contribute towards meeting these targets. The University should therefore systematically 
review and improve its environment-related policies in all areas of concern such as buildings, 
energy supply, land usage, recycling, infrastructure and transportation policies, catering 
services, housekeeping practices, and human resources policy. Additionally, further 
capabilities to improve its carbon footprint should be considered. To enhance students’ and  
staffs’ environmental awareness and induce behavioural changes and modal shifts, the 
University should increase its efforts through means such as campaigns, awareness weeks and 
staff & student training.  
 
Finally, the University should not aim only at reducing emission wherever possible, but should 
also become a driver for wider change. By applying the latest technologies and cooperating 
with leading figures of the industry, for example in the energy sector. Durham University could 
adopt a vanguard role amongst universities in terms of sustainability and contribute 
significantly to scientific progress in the field, while enabling their students to become a part 
of these scientific advancements.  
 
 

II. Previous Achievements 
 
We acknowledge the policies and initiatives already put in place by the University such as:  
 
i) Divestment 
 

- In 2016 Durham University initiated a commission to investigate the possibility for 
divesting the university of all investments in fossil fuel extraction industries. A 
consultation of staff, students, and alumni opinions on the issue was undertaken.  

- In March 2018 Durham University announced intent to divest. 
- As of 2019 we have been able to confirm that full divestment from fossil fuel 

extractive industries has been delivered. 
 
ii) Green Energy and Research Initiatives  

 
- Various academics and departments across the University are involved in vital and 

groundbreaking research that must be acknowledged. 
- The work of the DEI in particular is at the forefront of green research and advocacy. 

Recent initiatives such as the establishment of the North East Centre for Energy 
Materials and work on offshore wind projects demonstrate Durham University’s 
potential to be at the cutting edge of sustainability. 
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  iii) Plastics 
 

- Durham University has made significant progress in reducing plastic waste in the last 
couple of years 

- In 2018 Durham University became the first university in the North to join the ‘Refill’ 
scheme, allowing staff, students, and members of the public to fill up water bottles 
around campus 

- In 2019 Durham University signed the County Durham Single Use Plastics Pledge, 
pledging to ultimately remove single use plastics from campus 

- University has signed a pledge to ban single-use plastic 
(https://www.dur.ac.uk/community/updates/?itemno=38280) 

 
iv) Current Initiatives and Research 
 
Durham University has begun many initiatives that have great potential. The DEI, set up in 
2009, is an interdisciplinary institution within the University has made significant strides in 
this respect. The director of DEI, Dr. Jon Gluyas, has conducted extensive research on the 
potential of using geothermal energy to provide electricity to the North-East region. This is a 
project in development and could represent a breakthrough for the sector of renewable 
energies. He gave a presentation at the All-Party Group for Energy Studies in January, 2019 
about his research into the potential for use of geothermal energy in the UK. His research 
finds that the geothermal potential of the UK is enormous and that the energy supplied would 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions as well as lessen the role of fossil fuels in the country’s 
energy grid. The DEI has also cooperated with local MP Helen Goodman to promote 
geothermal energy as a clean alternative to other sources of energy to decarbonize heat, 
exploring the possibilities of geothermal projects around Durham, such as Spennymoor, and 
pushing for change on the national level in parliament.  
 
Additionally, Durham University is a member of Project Aura, a collaboration of universities 
and major companies that acts as a catalyst for low carbon energy innovation, with a focus on 
offshore wind technology. Durham staff are also involved in an important research project 
with North East Centre for Energy Materials looking specifically at improving energy 
technology at an atomic level.  
 
 

III. Analysis and Proposals 
 

1. Restructuring and Development of Greenspace 
 
The University has an Environment Team, Greenspace, composed of staff dedicated to promote 
environmental sustainability at the University, and to carry out and oversee all the initiatives 
and activities related to that goal. It is a good framework for monitoring sustainability in the 
University, and can serve as a crucial tool to redesign the University’s environmental policy.  

https://www.dur.ac.uk/community/updates/?itemno=38280
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However, at the present state, the team’s potential for action is strongly limited, due to both the 
number of vacancies and some key shortcomings in its structure. The vacancies are: 
 

- Greenspace Sustainability Coordinator - The former coordinator, who chaired the 
Greenspace Students’ Environment Group (GSEG) and worked closely with the 
Colleges’ Environment Champions, left at the beginning of Epiphany Term 2019. The 
position has not been filled, but we appreciate that the University has started the 
recruitment process for this position. 
 

- Senior Energy and Sustainability Manager - This position is crucial to managing 
projects and monitoring developments in relation to sustainability and energy supply 
and usage. The position has been vacant for a long time. However, we deeply appreciate 
that the University has started the process to fill the role.  

 
- Dean of Environmental Sustainability - This position oversees the roles of Chair of 

the Environmental Sustainability Strategic Planning Group and Chair of the Carbon 
Management Team. The Dean could also coordinate the activities of the various 
members of Greenspace. The position is vacant and not in the process to be filled. 

- Chair of the Environmental Sustainability Strategic Planning Group (Filled 
voluntary) (2018/19): David Harper, currently Professor of Paleontology in the 
Department of Earth Sciences and Principal of Van Mildert College. 

- Chair of the Carbon Management Team (Filled voluntary) (2018/19): Jon Gluyas, 
currently Dong/Ikon Chair in Geoenergy, Carbon Capture & Storage in the Department 
of Earth Sciences and Executive Director of DEI. 

 
Both of them have two other jobs and fill the roles in Greenspace on a voluntary basis, without 
receiving a salary. They both admit to not having enough time to follow properly the activities 
that would be required by their roles. 

 
The two roles which are adequately filled are: 

 
- Sustainability Manager (Travel and Biodiversity): Yvonne Flynn. She oversees the 

drafting and implementation of the University Sustainable Travel Plans, and the 
promotion of Biodiversity. She also took burdens that did not enter her job description 
to supplement on the vacant roles. 
 

- Environmental Bursar: Michelle Crawford. She is the Bursar for both Hatfield and 
University Colleges and is the Environmental Bursar for all of the sixteen colleges.  

 
It is crucial to fill all the vacant roles. Only in this way the University can ensure it has a 
properly working structure to deal with sustainability issues and effectively implement the 
needed changes. Mechanisms must also be put in place to ensure that the problem of posts 
being left vacant for substantial periods of time does not occur again. We appreciate that efforts 
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in this direction that are currently being made and we hope to see these follow through until a 
complete restructuring of Greenspace.  

 
2. Expansion of the Greenspace structure 
 
There are two additions to the Greenspace structure which are needed in order to help it work 
more effectively and efficiently: 

 
- the creation of a body for Environment Champions to meet on a monthly or 

bimonthly basis, depending on needs and availability. The group could mirror the 
structure of the Students’ Greenspace Environment Group and be chaired by the 
Sustainability Coordinator, which already liaises with individual Environment 
Champions. The existence of such a group would be beneficial in many ways.  
First, communications between the University and the colleges would pass more 
effectively. Second, it would create the possibility to coordinate actions to make 
colleges more sustainable. In the Appendix there is a collection of possible 
improvements that Environment Champions listed for their respective colleges. It is 
possible to see that some of the problems are common to several colleges. Having a 
collective meeting would allow the Champions to devise a common strategy for change. 
This could also bring to light the economic advantages of having a large scale 
intervention, rather than many small ones. Third, the group would allow the sharing of 
expertise, knowledge and best practices among the members. This would be 
instrumental in empowering some of the Champions with skills they previously lacked 
and eventually make actions more effective and efficient. This would also make it easier 
for individual Champions to write applications to the Ring-Fenced Carbon Budget. The 
only cost would be one or two hours of the Environment Champions’ time per month. 
 

- the nomination of a Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Sustainability, or the creation of a 
place on the University Executive Committee for the Dean of Environmental 
Sustainability. Considering the threat that climate change poses, it is fundamental to 
make environmental sustainability a core element in the University vision and strategy 
for the future. Recognising this, it would be important to have a person concerned 
specifically with environmental issues to sit  on UEC. This would ensure that the 
environmental side of the issues discussed is never overlooked or forgotten.  
 

The implementation of these changes would ensure that Greenspace can run efficiently and 
play the key role it has in the transition towards environmental sustainability. Having a solid 
internal structure would provide a backbone for the years to come. The expansion of 
Greenspace suggested here would have to be thoroughly planned by the University, in order to 
set out all the necessary details. This could be done through the introduction of a working 
group, in which at least two representatives of the student body should participate.  
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3. The University’s Current Progress on the Proposed Sustainability Action Plan 
 
The Sustainability Action Plan (SAP) was developed in 2017, as part of the university's 
commitment to make Durham “one of the most environmentally sustainable universities in 
the UK”. This plan involves improvements in a number of areas: 
 

●   Policy  
●  Environmental awareness 
●  Waste 
●  Energy and emission 
●  Water 
● Travel 
● Procurement  
● Curriculum  
● Biodiversity  
● Sustainable buildings 
● Community  

  
As of March 2018, out of 110 targets evaluated after the first quarter, 74% were not on target 
to be achieved by 2020 (described by orange and red circles).  Of course, this was relatively 
early on within SAP enactment, and this result may be from a lack of staff updating these 
documents for public consumption. However, if staff cannot update these figures, how can 
the university be seen as “one of the most environmentally sustainable universities in the 
UK”? 
  
Members of the student community have contacted those responsible for SAP targets. 
Unfortunately, the sustainability manager and energy manager positions are vacant, and so 
information relating to the achievement of their targets has not been attainable. Furthermore, 
no information could be found regarding contact details of the horticultural manager. These 
roles are responsible for many impactful targets that have seemingly not been achieved; for 
example, relating to compliance obligations and some waste targets. This is concerning, as 
actions in these areas will have a huge impact on improving university sustainability. In 
addition, correspondence with some members of staff involved in executing the action plan 
has highlighted that the lack of staff  in these positions and within Greenspace has hindered 
its progression toward completion. 
  
Individuals who we managed to contact provided information regarding their current position 
for each target, however a general theme was that individuals were “in the process of” 
making these changes. This is positive, however as the date for completion of these targets is 
within seven months, completion of these targets will become ever more significant and will 
require resources and attention to ensure its completion. 
 
The university has shown it wants to lead institutions across the UK in sustainability and 
admits “there is so much more we could do” in ‘Environmental Sustainability Vision, Policy 
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and Strategy’ document. Decisive action needs to be taken to achieve these targets, otherwise 
the university’s targets and commitments lose their credibility.   
 
4. Decarbonisation 

 
Durham University stated in 2010 that it would reduce carbon emissions by 30% by 2014 
against the 2005/2006 baseline through the implementation of a Carbon Management Plan. 
This 30% target was an aim set by the Higher Education Funding Council for England 
(HEFCE), now The Office for Students. The  programme was concluded in 2014, where the 
target was not met. The deadline was extended to 2020 and the target upgraded to a 43% 
reduction. The end of the academic year 2017/18 showed that the University had reduced 
carbon emissions by 18%, substantially below the expected progress curve, even when 
adjusting for the expansion of the University. The University should recognise it is failing to 
meet the targets needed and act upon this. 
 
At the present state, the main University policy on the reduction of carbon emissions is the 
Carbon Management Plan 2 (CMP2 2014-2020). The information publicly available on the 
University website is extremely concise. The three main areas covered are:  
 

- i) Behavioural changes in the University population. 
- ii) Reductions in travel emissions, which are dealt with in the Sustainable Travel Plan. 
- iii) Zero emissions estate and buildings, including equipment and technologies. 

 
An update on the actions taken in all the three departments is required, in order to bring the 
evolution path in line with the targets. The following is a list of the changes we think are crucial 
to meet the targets set. 
 
i) Behavioural changes in the University population 
 
Behavioural changes should be part of an overarching modal shift that places environmental 
sustainability and zero emissions at the core of the University strategy and vision. These values 
should become a pillar of the University’s ethos. The University should make a public and 
explicit commitment to them. From this should follow the inclusion of environmental 
sustainability among the benchmarks against which University policies and actions are 
measured. 
 
Moreover, behavioural change among staff and students would be greatly encouraged by the 
expansion of Greenspace proposed - and which is already partially taking place. The energy, 
time and effort to plan and run campaigns, events, conferences, and all the activities that would 
further environmental awareness require the presence of dedicated staff members, as well as a 
degree of coordination with the college communities. The present proposal would make the 
situation better on both fronts. The engagement of the students community could be obtained 
through the network of the Environment Officers of the different colleges. We commit 
ourselves to working towards making the modal shift as impactful as possible. 
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ii) Sustainable Travel Plan  
 
A substantial part of the carbon emissions on the University’s account comes from daily 
transportation to and across the University, and from business travel. At present, the University 
does not collect data on a regular basis on carbon emissions from commuter travel However, 
to give an estimate of emissions, using data from the 2018 travel survey, the proportion of staff 
who travelled by car (single use 50% and car share 20%) based on the emissions for an average 
petrol car, for a return journey of 36km (approximately 22 miles) over 40 weeks, 5 days a week, 
showed that our emissions would equate to 2,137 tonnes of CO2e. In comparison our business 
travel emissions in the year 2017/18 was 3,790 tonnes of CO2e, the latter equating to 12% of 
our overall carbon emissions. The Sustainable Travel Plan (STP) has been reviewed and 
updated for the period 2018-2023. It includes the most up-to-date targets on environmental 
sustainability - the same that are put forward in this document.  
 
The STP is a coherent approach to transport management within the University and its 
population. A rigorous implementation of the policies and measures designed in the STP would 
bring great benefits in terms of health of the University population, improvement on travel 
options, and decrease the environmental impact. These are all highly valuable goals. Therefore, 
we hope the University will do everything it can to bring the STP to full realization.  
 
As stated above, the engagement of the student community could be obtained through the 
Greenspace network, especially via the work of the Environment Officers. We commit 
ourselves to working towards making the modal shift in transportation and travel practices as 
impactful as possible.  
 
iii) Decarbonisation of University estate and buildings 
 
The University has made substantial steps forward in the sourcing of electric power, which is 
now supplied by offshore windfarms FIND. The reduction in carbon emissions that followed 
has been substantial, but not sufficient to put the University on track with the targets. In order 
to do this, it is necessary to review the entirety of the University estate and buildings and 
prepare an overarching project for change. 
 
The Durham Energy Institute (DEI) has been working on this front since 2016, when discussion 
over the expansion plan started. Dr Charlotte Adams, DEI Fellow produced a report in January 
2016 “Investigation into Low/Zero Carbon Technologies on the Durham University Estate” 
identifying the potential for the use of solar, river and geothermal energy within the University 
estate.  Other technologies that could be used to reduce carbon include: 
  

● Combined Heat and Power (CHP); 
● Sewage heat; 
● Waste heat; 
● Biogas; 
● Smarter buildings and infrastructure; 
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● Waste and Water reductions.  
 
In June 2017, DEI presented a report to the Major Project Board (MPB) proposing that the 
University include Decarbonise as the fourth strand of the Strategy. The proposal included 
installing a heat network, together with a range of energy demonstrator projects within the 
masterplan programme, creating a Living Lab where energy research could be developed, 
industry could be engaged on collaborative and educational projects, and student experience 
enhanced to include action and education for sustainability. Due to difficulties and limited 
resources within the DEI and Estates Departments, an external consultant was procured to 
review the University energy usage and to propose a plan to reduce carbon over the 10 years 
of the Masterplan programme. Buro Happold (BH) were the successful applicant.  
BH  produced a Strategic Decarbonisation Review in February 2018, which included a three 
stage programme to reduce carbon emissions by 40% by 2027, eventually leading to full 
decarbonisation by 2050.  
 
A revised proposal including the recommendations of the BH report was presented to the Estate 
Masterplan in September 2018, requesting funding to pursue the first feasibility stage reviews. 
The proposal was not approved. 
 
DEI has made contact with other external consultants to bring the project of decarbonisation 
forward. Among these there has been Siemens, which is already a partner  of other universities 
in the country (e.g. Oxford University) and is engaged in projects of campus transformation 
towards full environmental sustainability and zero emissions. A fully detailed proposal to start 
a partnership on a similar project with Durham University should be brought forward in the 
near future. 
 
At the same time, Durham County Council (DCC) received support from the Government’s 
Heat Network Delivery Unit (HNDU) to undertake a feasibility assessment for the use of 
district heating networks within the city. The Government funded feasibility studies for all local 
authorities to encourage them to identify opportunities to decarbonise their heat usage as part 
of their long-term carbon reduction strategy. The DCC report, produced in June 2016, 
identified that the Science Site at Durham University was the most economically promising 
area for the introduction of a heat network within the city, producing a favourable return on 
investment over 10 years, however, this review covered the existing estate only and not the 
proposed Masterplan development. 
 
This means that a project of campus transformation could be brought forward in partnership 
with DCC. On one hand, this would bring crucial support for the project; on the other, a 
partnership would enhance the relations between the University and the local administration. 
This would bring great benefits in both the short and the long run. 
 
It is crucial that the University starts a project for the decarbonisation of its estate and buildings. 
Considering that the resources within the University - especially DEI - are limited, we strongly 
suggest that the University accepts one of the proposals put forward by Buro Happold and 
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Siemens. The proposals would have to be evaluated in detail by a competent body, whose setup 
has to be programmed by the University. The fundamental point remains that a change of 
strategy has to be made and a long-term project for decarbonisation should be implemented. 
 
iv) Becoming a pioneer in the world of Higher Education 
 
Durham University is a “globally outstanding centre of teaching and research excellence”. 
More than 25% of departments are ranked in the UK top 5, and every single one is producing 
world-leading research.  
 
As a prominent Russell Group university Durham University is a leader. The standards set in 
teaching and research are thresholds which many other universities look to and seek to emulate. 
It ought to be the same for sustainability; Durham University should be a world-leader. 
Sustainable development is an opportunity: Durham University could position itself as a world-
leading green University.  
 
5. University Estate Masterplan 
 
The aim of the University Estate Masterplan is to develop the ‘potential capacity of the estate’ 
and to consider ‘possible development opportunities’ - it emphasises the importance of long-
term development. Its focus is to protect heritage whilst maintaining the universities position 
as a significant economic attribute with world-leading research, education and student 
experience. The relationship and roles of students, university and local residents are all referred 
to within this.  
 
The university masterplan pertains to development plans for 2017-2027, so it is very much still 
in progress. This is evident in the fact that the ‘University council has yet to make a detailed 
assessment of all the options presented’. Beyond this however, the plan states that the university 
is keeping its options open with regards to development. This includes the development of 
Stockton campus which is to be considered in the university’s next masterplan.  
 
According to the document, the developments planned will be instrumental to the future of 
Durham and the estate needs to be ‘fit for purpose and affordable’ in the long-term. The main 
problem which the masterplan seeks to address is the uneven spread of university facilities 
which it believes is problematic for various reasons. It categorises the components of the 
university into three parts: the historic city, the hill colleges and parkland. As a result, the plan 
revolves around trying to zone the city, so that academic buildings and accommodation are in 
more convenient locations. This is reflected in priority investments being given to teaching and 
sports facilities as well as additional accommodation. 
 
More specifically regarding accommodation, the university hopes that by 2027, 50-55% of 
students will be living in college-affiliated accommodation. This will obviously require 
significant investment and development. One such example is the development of Sheraton 
Park as the new site of Ustinov College. This is essentially to allow the re-location of John 
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Snow College and Stephenson College from the Stockton campus. The masterplan says that 
such things have been done in order to group accomodation better in the same way that it is 
hoped that academic buildings can be grouped more efficiently. The university plans to then 
take advantage of existing transport infrastructure and improve it where possible.   
 
Some of the projects outlined by the masterplan have already begun. However, a number of 
projects are still in the early stages of design, such as the New Business School. This creates 
the potential for these projects to be fully sustainable where others have fallen short. A high 
standard of sustainability could be implemented among the priorities of these new projects. 
Considering that the transition to zero emissions has to take place anyway by 2050 at the latest, 
in accordance with the targets, constructing buildings that are already sustainable would reduce 
costs in the long-term. This is because it would prevent costly amendments that would have to 
be added later. 
 
With regards to the environment, the masterplan is quite vague. It does promise to support the 
‘carbon management plan by identifying and reducing inefficiencies; investing in sustainable 
new buildings, refurbishment; and the rationalisation of existing assets’. It also proposes new 
pedestrian and cycle routes to coordinate with other development plans, easing congestion 
and improving access. However, there are a number of problems with it. 
 
i) Deficiencies in the University masterplan 
 
While the University’s masterplan seems admirable and the desire to group buildings according 
to their function/academic discipline seems positive, there are some fundamental issues with 
the masterplan. The main flaws within the plan are: 
 

- The vagueness of the developments and how they will be carried out. For example, it 
has already been seen that the university has missed all its carbon targets. It is unclear 
how the masterplan will address this. 

- A general lack of referral to environmental impact - economic and social seem far 
higher priorities. 

- There is no accountability for the environment; the University should be sincerely 
committing to making their masterplan sustainable.  

 
In conclusion, with regards to the environment, there are genuine fears that the University will 
be ‘box-ticking’. Students would like to see innovative solutions with buildings and the entire 
project going beyond minimum requirements. In long-term development, a supposed key focus 
of the masterplan, this will have economic benefits as well as environmental ones. It will also 
reaffirm Durham University’s place as a leading university not only in theory and research but 
in its practical applications. 
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IIII. Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, Durham University as an institution is not meeting its targets regarding 
sustainability. This report has identified the main issues that need to be addressed in order for 
these targets to be met, and for the University to be environmentally-friendly. These are: 
 

1. Changing the culture of the University by professing itself as green and 
environmentally-conscious as a main strand of its identity; the environmental impact 
should be a key concern in every decision made within the University. 

2. Significantly reduce the University’s carbon emissions as announced in several 
university documents, in order to meet the 45% reduction by 2030 and 100% reduction 
by 2050. 

3. Launching a plan to decarbonise the University campus, using the proposals mentioned 
such as those put forward by Buro Happold and Siemens. 

4. Reassessing the masterplan with the aim of making more drastic and binding changes 
to the infrastructure of the University with regard to environmental sustainability. 

5. Pledging to make new buildings carbon-neutral.  
6. Commit to fully implementing the Sustainable Travel Plan 2019-2024. 
7. Revising and updating the targets of the Sustainability Action Plan, and ensuring its 

fulfillment. 
8. Filling the Greenspace roles which are currently vacant and allowing staff enough time 

and money to fulfil the demands of these roles. 
9. Setting up a regular meeting for Environment Champions. 
10. Creating a role on the University Executive Committee based specifically upon 

sustainability and environmental issues.  
11. Improving the network of communication between students, colleges, staff, 

Greenspace, and the University. 
12. Supporting Uni-wide campaigns promoting sustainability. 

 
As students, we must: 
 

1. Think globally, but act locally - an awareness of Uni-wide issues whilst also acting 
within college. 

2. Change our culture by promoting environmental awareness and environmental action, 
and doing what we can in our everyday individual choices.  

3. Create and support campaigns which promote sustainability, such as Waste 
Awareness Week.  
 

Although the University has a suggested plan for sustainability, and has reduced some of its 
environmental impact, there are many targets that have not or will not be met, and some easy 
yet vital changes that can be made to improve. We believe that we can and will do better.  



ESSPG 23 May 2019 -  Greenspace Update 
 
 
Love Food Hate Waste 
Love Food Hate Waste Competition took place during the University’s Waste (Reduce, 
Reuse, Recycle) Awareness Week in October. Congratulations to all staff and students.  Eight 
of the nine participating colleges showed a reduction in plate waste during the competition. 
Hatfield College showed the biggest improvements in tackling plate waste, a hefty reduction of 
0.16kg per person and received the sought after John Turner Trophy. 
 
Energy Awareness Week & Inter-collegiate Energy Competition 
The Inter-Collegiate Energy Competition took place from 28th January to 10th February 2019 
and Energy Awareness week during the first week of the competition. All colleges competed 
to reduce their electricity consumption by the greatest percentage compared to the previous 
test period, by adopting behavioural changes to eliminate electricity wastage. Information was 
available for all staff and students on the Greenspace Energy website 
www.durham.ac.uk/greenspace/energy/energyawareness/ including energy saving tips and 
an energy awareness quiz. Congratulations to John Snow College who reduced their energy 
consumption by 5% compared to the trial period.  
 
Fairtrade Fortnight & Environment Week (Fairtrade icon) 
This year's Fairtrade Fortnight took place between 25th February and 10th March, providing 
the opportunity for all University staff and students to learn more about Fairtrade and how they 
can support it. The University has been accredited by the Fairtrade Foundation since 2007.  
 
Staff and students took part in the Big Fairtrade Bake for which they received free Fairtrade 
flour and sugar kindly donated by Bidfoods and were encouraged to submit photographs of 
their final cakes to win a selection of Fairtrade goodies.  Discounts on Fairtrade clothing from 
University Retail were also available and everyone was able to make an ‘Every Small Step’ 
pledge on how they would reduce their impact on the environment. 
 
This year's Environment Week was also incorporated into the Fairtrade celebrations. 
Representatives from Arriva, Northern (Rail), Durham County Council, Living Streets and Biffa 
were present during the week to assist with providing guidance and advise on reducing food 
waste, recycling and travel in a more sustainable way. 
 
Green Move Out 
The preparations are commencing for Green Move Out (GMO) for both Livers In and Livers Out, 
including PBSAs signed up to GMO.  First collections for Livers Out will commence from Saturday 
2nd June and collections from colleges take place as requested. Documentation and guidance 
have been circulated to colleges, local residents and landlords.  Delivery of purple collection bags 
and information leaflets to commence mid-end May.  

 
Members of External Meetings 
Greenspace representatives continue to attend meetings of the EAUC Regional and 
Transport Community of Practice Groups and the County Durham Environment Partnership 
Climate Change Group. 
 
Environmental Sustainability Online Training Module 
A reminder to everyone that the online training module is available on duo for all staff and 
students to access. This has now been updated to make this more accessible to everyone 
i.e. captions are being added to the videos.  

 
 

http://www.durham.ac.uk/greenspace/energy/energyawareness/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/fairtrade/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/greenmoveout/


Greenspace Student Environment Group (GSEG) 
The GSEG continued to meeting on a fortnightly basis until the Sustainability Coordinator left 
the University.  The Group have been kept up to date with details for all of the campaigns set 
out in the Environmental Schedule.  However, unfortunately it has not been possible to 
continue to hold the meetings with the students. 
 
College Environmental Team Committee Meetings 
Some colleges have held a College Environmental Team Committee meeting and Greenspace will 
recommence attendance at these meetings once the new Sustainability Coordinator is in post. 
 
Student Environmental Reps 2019/20 
Elections using commence around this time in some colleges and continue until the end of this 
academic year. Handover meetings usually take place between now and the start of the new 
academic year, where appropriate and this will have to be addressed. Freshers’ induction 
materials will need to be updated and the Environment Schedule for next year is on the agenda. 
Colleges will soon be asked how many Beat the Baseload stickers and shower timers they require 
for the new academic year. 
 
Reducing Single-Sourced Items 
A Single Use Plastic Working Group has now been set up and an update on the Group’s 
plans and achievements to date will be given at the meeting.  
 
Van Mildert College - Reusable Catering Trial 
This trial has gone very well and the plan is to roll this out to other colleges. A further update 
will follow. 

 
Funding for Environmental initiatives/ideas within Colleges 
This academic year, £250 is available to each college for Environmental items which can be 
put forward by College Environment Champions. In addition a further £100 can be applied for 
by Student Environmental Reps on behalf of their JCR. 
 
Corporate Season Ticket Schemes for Rail and Bus Travel 
Membership of the Northern corporate scheme for train tickets shows there are currently 19 
members (was 27 last November, not sure why the drop in numbers).   
 
Membership of the corporate schemes for bus travel shows there are currently 22 members 
for Go North East (no change since November last year) and 8 members for Arriva (was 21 
in November, believe staff have cancelled their tickets and moved to Arriva £1 day tickets). 
 
Travel on Arriva Bus Services for £1 per day 
Ticket sales since the new £1 day ticket was expanded to the Durham District Zone has seen 
179,032 day tickets, 4912 weekly tickets and 400 termly tickets between 30th September 
2018 and end of March 2019. Full details of the £1 tickets options available at 
www.durham.ac.uk/greenspace/travel/public/bus/arrivadayticket/    
 
WARPit  
Since the launch of WARPit, the electronic Waste Action Reuse Portal in May 2017, there 
are now over 280 registered staff users. Staff can view and claim available items and also 
create wish lists.  To date, the University has saved 14886kg of CO2; avoided 6639kg of 
waste and saved £38,882, 20 trees and took 6 cars off the road! Further details on WARPit, 
including the ‘Rules for using WARPit’ can be found on the Greenspace website at 
www.durham.ac.uk/greenspace/waste-management/warpit/.  
 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/student/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/password/travel/public/train/discounts/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/password/travel/public/bus/discounts/gonortheast/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/password/travel/public/bus/discounts/arriva/
http://www.durham.ac.uk/greenspace/travel/public/bus/arrivadayticket/
http://www.durham.ac.uk/greenspace/waste-management/warpit/


 
DURHAM UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENT SCHEDULE 2019-2020 

 
This schedule is designed to address a wide range of environmental issues in order to support environmental 
sustainability at Durham University.  
 
Planning is currently underway and all University staff, students, departments, colleges, societies and groups 
are encouraged to get involved with and support these initiatives. Look out for further details of events and 
activities as part of these campaigns, as well as additional activities occurring throughout the year, in the 
Environment Bulletin, Dialogue Signposts and on the Greenspace Facebook page. 
 
If you have any questions, comments or suggestions please contact greenspace.students@durham.ac.uk.  
 
Many thanks and best wishes,  
Greenspace 
 

MICHAELMAS TERM - 7th October to 13th December 2019 

Induction Week in colleges 
An opportunity to highlight the University’s Environmental Strategy and 
procedures including recycling and Beat the Baseload.  

30th September – 6th 
October 2019 

Waste Awareness Week 
A campaign to encourage waste prevention and correct recycling practices. 

28th October – 3rd 
November 2019 

Love Food Hate Waste Competition 
Catered colleges compete to reduce plate waste in their dining halls. 

28th October – 3rd 
November 2019 

Bike Safety Week 
A campaign to promote bike safety and encourage cycling as a sustainable 
means of travel. 

4th – 10th November 2019 

Water Awareness 
A campaign to encourage reduced water consumption from taking shorter 
showers to reporting dripping taps. 

25th November – 1st   
December 2019 

A Festive Reminder… 
Important steps to take in order to support environmental sustainability over 
the festive period. 

December 2019 

 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/student/current-projects/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/dialogue/signposts/
https://www.facebook.com/DUGreenspace
mailto:greenspace.students@durham.ac.uk
https://www.dur.ac.uk/resources/greenspace/policies/EnvironmentalSustainabilityVision_Final.pdf
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/waste-management/guidance/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/energy/beatthebaseload/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/waste-management/wastecampaign/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/waste-management/wastecampaign/lfhw/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/travel/cycling/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/travel/cycling/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/energy/watersave/wateraware/


 

 
EPIPHANY TERM - 13th January – 20th March 2020 

Energy Awareness 
A campaign to promote and encourage good energy behaviours amongst all 
University students and staff. 

27th January – 2nd   
February 2020 

Inter-Collegiate Energy Competition 
Colleges compete to reduce their electricity usage and win prizes! 

27th January - 9th 
February 2020 

Environment Week or consider National Go Green Week 
A week of activities and events to raise awareness of how we can live, work and 
travel in a more environmentally sustainable way.  

24th February – 1st   
March 2020 

Fairtrade Fortnight 
Celebrate the national Fairtrade Fortnight, co-ordinated by the Fairtrade 
Foundation.  

24th February – 0th 
March 2020 

Earth Hour 
Global campaign urging people to ‘switch off’ their non-essential lights for an hour 
in order to show support for tackling climate change and protecting the planet. 

8:30pm – 9:30pm, 
28th March 2020 

 
EASTER TERM – 27th April – 26th June 2020 

National Walking Month 
A campaign to promote walking whether it is to the University, between meetings 
or lectures, or just to explore the local area. 

May 2020 

Green Move Out 
Students who live in or out can donate any unwanted reusable items before 
leaving for the holidays in order to reduce waste and to benefit local charities. 

June 2020 

Litter Awareness 
Help keep our campuses and cities tidy by reducing environmental pollution. 

8th – 14th June 2020 

World Environment Day 
Coordinated by the United Nations this day aims to generate global awareness of 
the need for positive environmental action. 

5th June 2020 

Clean Air Day 
Coordinated by Global Action Plan this national campaign aims to raise awareness 
of air pollution and make the air cleaner and healthier for everyone. 

25th June 2020 

Biodiversity 
 

 

 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/energy/energyawareness/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/environmentweek/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/fairtrade/fortnight2018/
https://www.wwf.org.uk/earthhour
https://www.livingstreets.org.uk/what-you-can-do/campaigns/national-walking-month-2018
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/greenmoveout/
http://worldenvironmentday.global/
https://www.cleanairday.org.uk/
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